Toogood iPad Cases

Designed for the classroom, Toogood Cases offer the protection, functions our school deserves. Layers of protection between the tablet and everyday wear & tear guard against impacts and scary drops. The intuitive magnetic support enables to quickly place the tablet in 2 secured landscape positions.

All of the materials that go into the case have been tested to withstand daily wear and tear. The cases are designed to offer total protection of the tablet. The high density polymer casing combined with the exterior binding make for optimal protection against impacts and drops.

Intuitive magnetic support and Enhanced sound
The case transforms into an easel giving 2 secured landscape positions without having to take it apart. Specially designed to propel the sound forward and maximize the wealth of tones.

Sleep/Wake feature
Opening the cover automatically puts the tablet in wake mode and closing the cover puts it to sleep.

Intelligent casing
Applying pressure on the top right of the screen activates the sleep/wake modes and screenshots.

Toogood Cases only use components that are certified, recycled and with minimal environmental impact.